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Abstract
This study summarizes the theories of the Four beginnings and Seven
Feelings developed by the Toegye (退溪) and Yulgok (栗谷) Schools.
The Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings were interpreted differently
by these two schools. Moreover, within each school, there existed
different positions in terms of theoretical details. The Toegye School
included some scholars who interpreted the theory of the mutual
issuance of ri (理) and gi (氣) in terms of the distinction between the
primacy of ri and the primacy of gi. This school also included other
scholars who emphasized the clear distinction between the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings based on their origins by accepting the
independent issuance of ri. On the other hand, the scholars from the
Yulgok School attempted to explain the difference between the theories
of Yulgok and Toegye in terms of the difference between the primacy
of ri and the primacy of gi. In addition, this school also included
other scholars who criticized Toegye’s theory of the mutual issuance of
ri and gi.
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1. Introduction
The key idea in Toegye’s (退溪) theory of the Four Beginnings and
Seven Feelings (四端七情, sadan chiljeong) is the concept of mutual
issuance (互發, hobal). However, Toegye himself did not frequently
employ the concept; by contrast, Yulgok (栗谷) used the concept in
criticizing Toegye’s idea of the issuance of gi with ri mounting it (氣
發而理乘). In fact, Yulgok saw the concept of mutual issuance as the
decisive mistake in Toegye’s Neo-Confucianism. The Yulgok School
also went to great lengths to show that the theory of the mutual
issuance of ri and gi (理氣互發說) constituted the greatest weakness in
Toegye’s position. The Toegye School responded to these criticisms by
attempting to reestablish the theory of the mutual issuance of ri and gi
and forged different methods to explain it.
The Toegye School’s understanding was itself divided into two
ways of interpreting the concept of mutual issuance. One was
advanced by scholars such as Udam Jeong Sihan (愚潭 丁時翰,
1625-1707) and Daesan Yi Sangjeong (大山 李象靖, 1711-1781), who
explained Toegye’s theory of the mutual issuance of ri and gi, which
had been so roundly criticized by Yulgok, in terms of the division
between the primacy of ri (主理, juri) and the primacy of gi (主氣,
jugi); they based their arguments on the idea of the mutual
requirement of ri and gi (相須, sangsu). The other was promoted by
scholars such as Galam Yi Hyeonil (葛庵 李玄逸, 1627-1704) and
Cheongdae Gwon Sangil (淸臺 權相一, 1679-1760), who emphasized the
clear distinction between the Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings
in accordance with their different origins (所從來) by accepting the
idea of the independent issuance of ri.
Different opinions on the theory of Four Beginnings and Seven
Feelings also emerged within the Yulgok School. Scholars such as
Jolsuje Jo Seong-gi (拙修齋 趙聖期, 1638-1689) and Nongam Kim
Changhyeop (農巖 金昌協, 1651-1708) attempted to compromise
Yulgok’s theory with the interpretation of Toegye’s theory by
understanding their difference in terms of the division between the
primacy of ri and the primacy of gi. Other scholars, such as Uam
Song Siyeol (尤庵 宋時烈, 1607-1689) and Namdang Han Wonjin (南塘
韓元震, 1682-1751), criticized Toegye’s theory of mutual issuance by
considering it as focusing on the different origins of ri and gi.
Based on these facts, this study will analyze the major trends in
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the theories of the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings developed by
the Toegye and Yulgok Schools.

2. The Theory of the Four Beginnings and Seven
Feelings developed by the Toegye School
(1) Interpretation of Juri and Jugi based on Sangsu
1) Udam Jeong Sihan
Yulgok’s criticism of Toegye’s hobal, the mutual issuance of ri and gi,
can be summarized as follows. The theory that ri issues and gi follows
it (理發氣隨) leads to the separation of ri and gi, because it establishes
an order between them. The theory that ri issues (理發, ribal) is
inconsistent with the principle of the inaction of ri by itself (理無爲).
Instead, Udam understood Toegye’s theory that ri issues first with gi
following it (理發氣隨), and that gi issues with ri mounting it (氣發理
乘), in connection with the division between juri (the primacy of ri)
and jugi (the primacy of gi) based on the idea that ri and gi are
mutually required.
The reason for saying that gi follows is that it cannot be argued that there
is no gi when ri issues. How can it be argued that ri issues first and then
gi follows it? It is also said that ri mounts (理乘) only because it cannot
be that there is no ri when gi issues. How can it be argued that gi issues
forth first and then ri follows? One also has to mention gi when talking
about ri first when ri plays the core role. Conversely, one also has to
mention ri when talking about gi first when gi plays the core role.1)

Udam explained that Toegye’s theory of hobal was based not on
the temporal order between ri and gi, but on the division between juri
and jugi. He asserted that Toegye stated that gi follows (氣隨, gisu)
because he could not claim that there was no gi when ri issues;
moreover, Toegye stated that ri mounts (理乘, riseung) because he
could not conclude that there was no ri when gi issues. In other
words, the terms, gisu and riseung, were simply used to emphasize
1) “Sachil byeonjeung 四七辨證,” in Udamjip, vol. 7. “理發之時不可謂無氣, 故謂之氣隨,
豈理先發而氣隨後之謂乎. 氣發之時不可謂無理, 故謂之理乘, 豈氣先發而理在後之謂乎.
一則主理而言, 故先言理而亦未嘗不言氣, 一則主氣而言故先言氣而亦未嘗不言理.”
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sangsu rather than the temporal order between ri and gi. Toegye’s
theory of ribal gisu (理發氣隨) is, despite the fact that both ri and gi
require each other, based on an emphasis on ri, whereas his theory of
gibal riseung (氣發理乘) is, despite the fact that ri and gi are once
again mutually needed, based on an emphasis on gi. Therefore, in
accordance with the separation of juri and jugi, Udam regarded the
Four Beginnings as belonging to ribal and the Seven Feelings as being
related to gibal.
Thus, if it must be the case that human emotions (情) are
generated from human nature on the basis of the idea of sangsu, there
is only one path of issuance, not two. In conclusion, contrary to
Toegye’s understanding of the different origins of the Four Beginnings
and the Seven Feelings on the basis of the division between original
nature (本然之性) and psychophysical nature (氣質之性), Udam
emphasized that there are not two origins in the human mind. As he
put it, “there are not two roots in the human mind.”2)
Udam strongly emphasizes sangsu in order to avoid Yulgok’s
criticism of the theory of hobal that is based on the idea of the
temporal order between ri and gi. Udam’s position amounts to the
assertion that there is only one root of human emotions originating
from human nature (性). This in turn renders the separation of the
Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings ambiguous. That being the
case, Toegye’s original intention for separating the Four Beginnings
and the Seven Feelings begins to fade. In this regard, Udam developed
the idea of the distinction (分開) between the Four Beginnings and the
Seven Feelings.
From the standpoint of primordial nebulousness (渾淪), it becomes clear
that psychophysical nature includes original nature and that the Seven
Feelings include the Four Beginnings. However, original nature is primarily
based on ri, while psychophysical nature is primarily based on gi.
Separating the Four Beginnings from the Seven Feelings, we must then
conclude that the issuance of the Four Beginnings based on ri implies that
original nature is primarily based on ri; conversely, the issuance of the
Seven Feelings based on gi implies that psychophysical nature is primarily
based on gi.3)

2) “Sachil byeonjeung,” in Udamjip, vol. 8. “人心雖無二源.”
3) “Sachil byeonjeung,” in Udamjip, vol. 7. “夫渾淪言之則氣質之包本性七情之兼四端不
待多言而明矣. 而旣已指出本然之性於氣質之中則本然之性主理而爲言者也氣質之性主氣
而爲言者也. 旣已剔發四端於七情之中則四端之謂之理發猶本然之性之主理也. 七情之謂
之氣發猶氣質之性之主氣也.”
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Udam asserted that while original nature is understood with an
emphasis on ri, whereas psychophysical nature is understood with an
emphasis on gi. Thus, the Four Beginnings are based on ribal, while
the Seven Feelings are based on gibal; while original nature originates
from ri, the Seven Feelings originate from gi. This understanding is
different from Yulgok’s theory, which regarded only psychophysical
nature as human emotion (情) and conceived psychophysical nature
and original nature as existing in an inclusive relationship. By
breaking down original nature and psychophysical nature into juri and
jugi, Udam conceived the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings as
issuing from ri and gi respectively.

2) Daesan Yi Sangjeong
Rather than adhering to the rigid separation of the Four Beginnings
and Seven Feelings, Daesan maintained that there are two other
viewpoints that can be adopted. First, there is the viewpoint from the
primordial nebulous state of the universe (渾淪), in which the Four
Beginnings could be included in the Seven Feelings; secondly, there is
a viewpoint from the distinction (分開) that can be made conceptually
between the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings. Daesan therefore
stated, “Toegye’s theory of ribal gisu and gibal riseung was presented
solely from the viewpoint of distinction. Still, how would the division
between the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings and hobal make sense
from the viewpoint of nebulousness?”4) Daesan made clear that hobal
can make sense only from the viewpoint of distinction rather than
from the viewpoint of nebulousness. Furthermore, he explained hobal
in connection with juri and jugi, saying, “hobal does not imply that
there is no gi when ri issues forth, nor that there is no ri when gi
issues forth. There is only the difference between two different points
of view.”5)
It is not that gi does not exist in the Four Beginnings; rather, they are
understood with a focus on their ri. It is not that ri does not exist in the
Seven Feelings; rather, they are understood with a focus on their gi. This is
why one refers to ribal and gibal.6)

4) “Dap Yi Huido 答李希道,” in Daesanjip, vol. 20. “理發氣隨氣發理乘, 正是分開說.
若渾淪時, 又安有四七之異名, 理氣之互發哉.”
5) “Gimun 記聞,” in Daesan seonsaeng silgi, vol. 8. “理氣互發之云, 理發時全無氣也, 氣
發時全無理也, 特所主而言之者不同耳.”
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This means that the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings can be
interpreted in terms of ribal and gibal respectively, on the basis of the
division between juri and jugi. Here, juri means that ri properly
controls gi, which in turn implies that ri actually controls gi without
doing anything by itself (不宰之宰), and that everything is done by ri,
even though ri does not do anything by itself (無爲之爲).7) Daesan
shared Gwon Sangil’s position that although the actual movement and
stillness (動靜) of ri should be denied, the movement and stillness of
ri in its capacity as the main supervision should be conceded. This can
be compared to the state in which a person rides a horse: while it is
the horse that actually moves, it is the person who controls the horse.
Similarly, it is juri that continuously provides order and direction to gi
in reality; this can be understood conceptually as the movement and
stillness of ri. On the other hand, jugi can be regarded as the failure
to maintain the state of the primacy of ri. Based on this logic, Daesan
criticized Yulgok’s theory of the inaction of ri as “ri being treated as if
it were the ri of dead material.” Daesan asserted that if ri were
understood as merely inactive, then ri would not have any regulatory
power, and gi would move arbitrarily, creating a chaotic situation.
Daesan also explained that the Four Beginnings and Seven
Feelings are based on ribal, which accords with the idea that emotions
originate from the issuance of nature (性發爲情). He asked, “if
everything originates from the issuance of nature (性發) from the
viewpoint of nebulousness, then can one rightfully claim that the
Seven Feelings have no connection with the issuance of nature, even
though they may be mentioned from the viewpoint of distinction?”8)
This can of course be regarded as a sign that Daesan partially
accepted Yulgok’s theory that the Four Beginnings are included in the
Seven Feelings (七包四, chilposa). Since Daesan conceived both the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings as being intricately connected to ribal,
this approach effectively weakened Toegye’s original intention of
separating the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings. Thus, we can
surmise that Daesan’s approach leads to problems of consistency. By
adopting the viewpoint of distinction, he attempted to explain the Four
6) “Dap Yi Huido,” in Daesanjip, vol. 20. “四端非無氣, 而理爲主, 七情非無理, 而氣爲
主, 其曰理之發氣之發.”
7) “Dok seonghak jibyo 讀聖學輯要,” in Daesanjip, vol. 40. “如曰不宰之宰, 無爲之爲.”
8) “Dap Yi Huido,” in Daesanjip, vol. 20. “今渾淪言, 而謂皆性之發, 則方其分開, 而謂
七情之非性發, 可乎.”
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Beginnings and Seven Feelings in terms of both ribal and gibal; but by
adopting the viewpoint of nebulousness, he explains both the Four
Beginnings and the Seven Feelings in terms of ribal, on the basis of
the idea that emotions originate from the issuance of nature (性發爲
情).

(2) Active Interpretations of the Theory of Hobal
1) Galam Yi Hyeonil
Galam Yi Hyeonil defended the distinction (分開) between ri and gi
within a single entity. He stated that although ri and gi are subtly
mixed, and therefore it is impossible to separate them and place them
into their own spheres, they should nonetheless be distinguished.9)
This distinction between ri and gi naturally develops into a logic that
accepts the actual movement and stillness of ri.
Although ri does not move by itself, it is actually the basis of all
phenomena and all beings. According to Yulgok, ri cannot be the
foundation of all phenomena. […] One ri is united together, penetrates
through all movements and stoppages, and becomes the chief cause of all
phenomena and beings.10)

Galam defined ri as an active entity, explaining that all things
and beings do not lose their logic and order because of the
penetration of ri through all their movements and stoppages. He
argued that Yulgok’s sole emphasis on the inaction of ri leads to the
denial that ri is the foundation of all phenomena, since his position
makes ri something completely empty and inactive (虛無空寂). Galam
emphasized the need to distinguish the Four Beginnings and Seven
Feelings based on their origins. He conceived the existing structure of
the Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings differently, saying, “the
Four Beginnings are pure and good as they originate from ri, whereas
the Seven Feelings can be appropriate or inappropriate because they
originate from gi.”11)
9) “Dap Jeong Gunik. Gapsin. Byeolji 答丁君翊․甲申․別紙,” in Garamjip, vol. 8. “理與
氣雖是妙合而凝, 不宜分開, 各在一處, 然亦不可認爲一物而無所分別.”
10) “Yulgok Yissi ron sadan chiljeong seobyeon 栗谷李氏論四端七情書辨,” in Garamjip,
vol. 18. “夫理雖無爲, 而實爲造化之樞紐品彙之根柢. 若如李氏之說, 則此理只是虛無
空寂底物, 不能爲萬化之原, 而獨陰陽氣化縱橫顚倒以行其造化也, 不亦謬乎. 夫一理渾
然, 貫動靜而爲之主.”
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In addition, Galam opposed Yulgok’s assertion that both the Four
Beginnings and the Seven Feelings issue from gi. As he said, “cheugeun
ji sim (惻隱之心) occurs when one sees a child falling into a well;
one’s feeling sympathy after having seen such a child is to be
understood in terms of gi and gibal.”12) Galam supported the theory of
hobal, arguing that the Four Beginnings originate from ri and the
Seven Feelings from gi.
Toegye asserted that the Four Beginnings consisting of benevolence (仁),
righteousness (義), propriety (禮) and wisdom (智) originated from human
nature. This means that when ri emerges in one’s mind as a result of a
contact to become the emotions of compassion and sympathy (惻隱), shame
and dislike (羞惡), modesty and deference (辭讓), and approval and
disapproval (是非), the emanations of these emotions have no interaction
with psychophysical form-gi (形氣). This does not mean the self-issuance of
these emotions without any contact. Toegye also asserted that the Seven
Feelings moved from one’s mind when an external entity came into contact
with a being. This means that a material from the outside moves into one’s
mind to become the Seven Feelings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, joy, love,
hate, and desire. These emotions are impacted by psychophysical form-gi.
This does not mean however that ri does not originally exist in one’s min
d.13)

Galam concluded that ribal does not occur by itself without any
contact with an external material, and that gibal does not imply the
nonexistence of ri. He asserted that while the Four Beginnings indicate
ri, which is not mixed with physical form and gi; the Seven Feelings
belong to gi and interact with psychophysical form-gi. of course, both
the Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings issue forth as a result of
contact with an external world, as Yulgok asserted; however, because
the issuance of the Four Beginnings is primarily based on ri, it
directly originates from the human nature of benevolence,
righteousness, propriety and wisdom, with which gi cannot interfere.
Thus, it is said to be ribal, namely the issuance of ri. On the other
11) “Dok Kim Cheonhyu ron Yi Daehyu rigi seongjeong doseolbyeon 讀金天休論李
大柔理氣性情圖說辨,” in Garamjip, vol. 8. “四端發於理, 故粹然無不善, 七情發於氣,
故有中節不中節云爾.”
12) “Dap Seong Howon 答成浩原,” in Yulgok jeonseo, vol. 10. “見孺子入井然後乃發惻
隱之心, 見之而惻隱者氣也, 此所謂氣發也.”
13) “Dap Jeong Gunik. Byeolji,” in Garamjip, vol. 8. “退溪之以四端爲發於仁義禮智之
性者, 乃謂心中本有之理隨觸而發, 爲惻隱羞惡辭讓是非之情, 其發不雜形氣者而言, 初
不言無感而自發也. 以七情爲外物觸其形而動於中者, 乃謂物之自外至者, 觸其耳目而動
乎中, 爲喜怒哀樂愛惡欲之情, 其出涉於形氣者而言, 亦非謂其中元無是理也.”
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hand, the Seven Feelings are primarily based on gi and interfered with
by physical form and gi (形氣). Galam criticized Yulgok’s theory
regarding the single path of the issuance of gi with ri mounting it (氣
發理乘一途), through which only the issuance of gi occurs, by
asserting that while the Four Beginnings originate from ribal, the Seven
Feelings originate from gibal. Thus, by emphasizing the justification for
the viewpoint of distinction and accepting the differences in terms of
the movement and stillness of ri and its origins, Galam separated the
Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings into ribal and gibal.

2) Cheongdae Gwon Sangil
Cheongdae held that the distinction between juri and jugi made by
Udam and Daesan on the basis of the theory of sansu in effect
obscured the essence of Toegye’s thought on the division between the
Four Beginnings and the Seven Feelings. As Cheongdae puts it, “the
malady of modern learning stems from the [excessive] emphasis on the
non-separation (不相離) of ri and gi and the perception of the two
from the viewpoint of nebulousness or oneness.”14) In other words, the
problem was rooted in the inability to understand ri and gi in a
conceptually distinct manner and the failure to accept the movement
and stillness of ri. Cheongdae argued that the theory of hobal, which
allows the actual movement and stillness of ri, should be adopted in
order to distinguish the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings.
If movement and stillness are ascribed solely to eum (陰) and yang (陽)
and the causes of movement and stillness to ri, then ri becomes the
principle (體) and gi its applications (用), thus implying that ri is inactive
while gi is active. As such, only gi is effective while ri is a dead thing.15)

Cheongdae’s point is that the movement and stillness of ri should
be admitted, for otherwise, according to the theory of ri-principle and
gi-application (理體氣用論), reality would be led solely by gi, while ri
would become a dead principle that does not have any influence on
reality. This implies the plausibility of the idea that ri gives birth to gi
(理生氣) and that ri goes first and gi follows it (理先氣後). Thus, by
14) “Dap Yi Gyeongmun 答李景文,” in Cheongdaejip, vol. 8. “近世學問之弊, 專在於主
張不相離處, 或作渾淪看, 或作一物看.”
15) “Dap Yi Gyeongmun,” in Cheongdaejip, vol. 8. “若以動靜專歸於陰陽, 而所以動靜者
歸之理, 則是理爲體而氣爲用, 理無爲而氣有爲也, 作用秪是氣, 而理則爲一死物也.”
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accepting the fundamental difference between the origins of the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings, Cheongdae asserted that the Four
Beginnings stem from ribal and the Seven Feelings from gibal.
Although gi exists in the Four Beginnings and ri in the Seven Feelings, the
sprouts of their origins differ. This is why Toegye advanced the notion of
ribal gisu and gibal riseung. As such, it cannot be said that both the Four
Beginnings and the Seven Feelings originate from the gibal nor that the
both originate from ribal.16)

Cheongdae explained that although gi exists in the Four
Beginnings and ri in the Seven Feelings, the seeds of their origins
differ. If the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings have different
origins, Yulgok’s theory of the single path of the issuance of gi with ri
mounting it collapses. That being the case, Yulgok, who regarded the
Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings as being rooted in the issuance of
gi, as well as Udam and Daesan, who regarded the Four Beginnings
and Seven Feelings as stemming from the issuance of ri, become
targets for criticism. In fact, when the Four Beginnings and Seven
Feelings based on juri and jugi are separated on the assumption of the
theory of sangsu, the origins of the Four and Seven are not clearly
distinguished from one another. This problem emerged in Udam’s
thought and more clearly in Daesan’s thought. For this reason, in
order to clearly distinguish the origins of the Four Beginnings and
Seven Feelings, Cheongdae asserted that the Four Beginnings originate
from original nature or ribal, whereas the Seven Feelings originate
from psychophysical nature or gibal.17) He thus introduced the
fundamental deviation between the Four and the Seven by clarifying
the different sources responsible for the emanation of each of them.
He therefore rejected Yulgok’s theory of the Four Beginnings as the
good side of the Seven Feelings; he also rejected the “convergent”
understanding that the Seven Feelings include the Four Beginnings
(chilposa). As he stated, “when the Seven Feelings emanate in
accordance with ri, they then become akin to the Four Beginnings.
Even so, as these take the form of joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure (喜
16) “Dap Udaerae 答禹大來,” in Cheongdaejip, vol. 9. “四端非無氣, 七情非無理, 而所從
來苗脈不同. 故退翁於四端, 則先言理發, 而繼以氣隨二字, 於七情, 則先言氣發, 而繼
以理乘二字, 不可謂四七皆是氣, 亦不可謂四七皆是理也.”
17) “Gwanseorok 觀書錄,” in Cheongdaejip, vol. 15. “然而四端是本然之性所發, 故曰理
發, 七情是氣質之性所發, 故曰氣發.”
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怒哀樂),

they cannot rightfully be viewed as the Four Beginnings.”18)
Cheongdae thus affirmed hobal, namely the mutual issuance of ri and
gi based on the actual movement and stillness of ri. Essentially, he
claimed that inactive ri becomes active and creates a state of
non-separation with gi. He therefore had to accept Yulgok’s criticisms
that two different human emotions would be created if the sprouts of
the origins of the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings differed.

3. The Yulgok School’s Theory of the Four Beginnings
and Seven Feelings
(1) Interpretation of Gibal riseung ildo (氣發理乘一途, the single
path of the issuance of gi with ri mounting it) in terms of
Juri and Jugi
1) Jolsuje Jo Seong-gi
Jolsuje’s opinions on the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings are well
expressed in his essay, “Toe-Yul yangseonsaeng sadanchiljeong indo rigi
hubyeon (退栗兩先生四端七情人道理氣說後辨),” which he wrote when
he was twenty years old. Jolsuje concluded that regardless of the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings, the actual action of the mind is based
on the single path of the issuance of gi with ri mounting it. However,
as he also went on to explain, “analyzing it in a detailed manner, we
find that the notion that ri moves by mounting gi (riseunggi i dong, 理
乘氣而動) and the notion that gi issues forth by being attached to ri
(giuri i bal, 氣寓理而發).”19) Although he premised that the action of
the mind is based on gibal riseung (氣發理乘), he divided the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings into riseunggi i dong and giuri i bal. The
Four Beginnings, understood in terms of riseunggi i dong, issue from
the human nature of benevolence, righteousness, propriety, and
wisdom. Human nature cannot be damaged regardless of how much
one is affected by inappropriate endowment of gi (氣稟) and blinded
18) “Gwanseorok,” in Cheongdaejip, vol. 15. “七情順理而發, 則似四端, 而畢竟是喜怒哀
樂所發, 不可謂四端.”
19) “Gwanseorok,” in Cheongdaejip, vol. 15. ”然而就氣發理乘之中, 細分而言之, 則又有
理乘氣而動者, 與氣寓理而發者.”
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by worldly desire (物欲). For this reason, the Four Beginnings are
primarily based on ri. The Seven Feelings, understood in terms of giuri
i bal, issue from the natural desire for food and sex (食色之性); at this
moment, ri is trapped by gi, and therefore the Seven Feelings are to
be understood with a focus on gi. Jolsuje explained that although the
action of gi is needed for the Four Beginnings to emanate and be
used, the issuance and effect of the Four Beginnings are realized when
the actions of gi are completely controlled. At this moment, the actions
of gi are nothing more than the implementation of the order stemming
from ri, with ri becoming the core principle in this movement. As
such, the Four Beginnings originate from ri, thus they are ribal.
Although the Four Beginnings are what gi issues, the content of the
issuance is related to ri. It is expressed as ribal, which cannot be equated
with gi as what issues, because ri controls gi and therefore gi cannot
obscure ri.20)

This stands out from Yulgok’s stance and can be regarded as a
conception that is closer to Toegye’s theory regarding ribal. ‘Ri
mounting gi’ implies that ri depends on gi; the more this point is
emphasized, the more the absolute status of ri is compromised. Thus,
Jolsuje viewed the theory of gibal riseung as strengthening the status of
ri.
If one imputes the good and evil of the mind only to gi while asserting
the inaction of ri, ri no longer controls good and evil, becoming a useless
entity whose existence has no importance. How then can ri become the
pivot and applicable to all beings in the universe, and where can one find
the reality of the ultimate and original nature?21)

Jolsuje asserted that if good and evil are determined by gi, as
Yulgok proposed, then ri becomes a useless entity that does not have
any influence over good and evil. Thus, as Yi Byeongdo has noted,
“Jolsuje compromised Toegye’s theory of hobal with Yulgok’s theory of
gibal riseung.”22) In other words, Jolsuje attempted to resolve the
20) “Gwanseorok,” in Cheongdaejip, vol. 15. “四端雖發之者是氣, 而所發處在理而不在氣,
理宰乎氣而氣不能蔽乎理, 故謂之理發而不得以發之之氣雜而混稱之也.”
21) “Toe-Yul yangseonsaeng sadan chiljeong indo rigiseol hubyeon 退栗兩先生四端七情
人道理氣說後辨,” Jolsujaejip, vol. 11. “若槪以理無所作爲, 而遂以心之善惡, 只屬乎氣之
淸濁, 則是理無所與於善惡, 而所謂理者, 直是一箇儱侗物事, 有亦可, 無亦可, 烏足爲萬
事之樞紐主宰, 而無極之眞, 至虛而至實, 本然之妙, 無適而不然者, 將於何處可見乎?”
22) Yi (1989, 276).
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problems associated with ribal by accepting Toegye’s division between
juri and jugi on the basis of Yulgok’s theory of gibal riseung.

2) Nongam Kim Changhyeop
Nongam partially accepted Toegye’s view in order to strengthen the
status of ri, as long as it did not reject the notion of the inaction of
ri, which stands as one of the basic principles of Neo-Confucianism.
This tendency can be identified from his conception of the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings in terms of juri and jugi and on the
premise of Yulgok’s theory of the single path of the issuance of gi.
The Four Beginnings are based on the primacy of ri, but gi is also
contained within them. The Seven Feelings are issued based on the primacy
of gi, but ri is also contained within them. The gi of the Four Beginnings
is equated with the gi of the Seven Feelings, while the ri of the Seven
Feelings is equated with the ri of the Four Beginnings. There are not two
different kinds.23)

Nongam’s opinions are consistent with Toegye’s theory that
although the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings are composed of ri
and gi, the Four Beginnings are based on juri and the Seven Feelings
are based on jugi. By contrast, Yulgok asserted that the Four
Beginnings indicate only ri and therefore can be understood in terms
of juri; however, the Seven Feelings cannot be conceived in terms of
jugi, as they are based on both ri and gi.24) Nongam criticized
Yulgok’s assertions that the Seven Feelings are based on both ri and gi
from the standpoint, according to which the Four Beginnings are
understood in terms of juri and the Seven Feelings in terms of jugi.
Yulgok criticized Toegye’s understanding of the Seven Feelings in terms of
jugi. However, this does not mean that the Seven Feelings are not based on
ri. Even though the Seven Feelings are rooted in ri, the focus of the
expression “the Seven Feelings” is put on gi. […] Yulgok’s position is that
while the Four Beginnings belong only to the good side, the Seven
Feelings belong to both the realms of good and evil, and that while the
Four Beginnings are mentioned with a focus on ri (專言理), the Seven
Feelings are mentioned in relation to both ri and gi (兼言氣). I am

23) “Sadan chiljeongseol 四端七情說,” in Nongam jeonjip. “四端主理言而氣在其中, 七情
主氣言而理在其中, 四端之氣, 卽七情之氣, 七情之理, 卽四端之理, 非有二也.”
24) “Dap Seong Howon,” in Yulgok jeonseo, vol. 9. “情一也, 而或曰四或曰七者, 專言
理兼言氣之不同也.”
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however somewhat of a different opinion. This difference has to do with
the view that the Seven Feelings are mentioned in relation to both ri and
gi. Although the Seven Feelings are based on ri and gi, the focus of the
expression is primarily on gi.25)

Nongam asserted that although the Seven Feelings are based on
both ri and gi, their core consists in jugi. He emphasized that the Four
Beginnings are expressed primarily with reference to their ri, whereas
the Seven Feelings are mentioned primarily with reference to gi. This
position has the same logical structure as Toegye’s theory, which is
the main reason why Nongam was classified as an eclectic from a
theoretical perspective. of course, Nongam’s claim that the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings should be separated based on juri and
jugi still differs from Toegye’s theory, which is rooted in the difference
in the origins (所從來) of the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings.
Nevertheless, Nongam’s reason for separating the Four Beginnings and
the Seven Feelings into juri and jugi stemmed from the fact that
scholars had long perceived the Seven Feelings as something to be
wary of, while the Four Beginnings were seen as something to expand.
This can be seen as the main reason why Nongam asserted that the
Seven Feelings are primarily based on gi. In other words, because the
Four Beginnings are something to expand, while the Seven Feelings
are something to be wary of, the Four Beginnings were seen in terms
of juri and the Seven Feelings in terms of jugi. Nongam emphasized
the centrality of ri within a scope that did not deny the inaction of ri,
leaving room for ri to intervene in the pure and good Four
Beginnings.
If the good and evil of human emotion are regarded as originating solely
from gi, then one cannot come to know the actuality of ri and the
goodness of human nature.26)

As Yulgok asserted, if we conclude that good emotions are issued
from clear gi and evil ones from murky gi, then we must also concede
that the good and evil of human emotions are completely determined
25) “Sadan chiljeongseol,” in Nongam jeonjip. “以七情爲主氣, 栗谷非之, 然此非謂七情
不本乎理也, 雖本乎理, 而所主而言者, 則在乎氣耳.……四端善一邊, 七情兼善惡, 四端
專言理, 七情兼言氣, 栗谷之說, 非不明白, 愚見不無少異者, 所爭只在兼言氣一句耳.
蓋七情, 雖實兼理氣, 而要以氣爲主.”
26) “Sadan chiljeongseol,” in Nongam jeonjip. “今若以善惡之情, 一歸之於氣之淸濁, 則
恐無以見理之實體而性之爲善也.”
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by gi, while ri remains passive. In other words, ri becomes a useless
entity that cannot exercise any influence when it comes to determining
good and evil. Thus, Nongam emphasized the centrality of ri: although
ri mounts gi based on its characteristics of non-volitions and
non-functionality (無情意/無造作), gi also receives the order of ri.
Nongam intended to resolve Toegye’s theory designed to make clear
the purity and goodness of the Four Beginnings within Yulgok’s
singular structure called the theory of ribal riseung ildo.

(2) Theoretical Enforcement of the Theory of Gibal riseung ildo
1) Uam Song Siyeol
As Uam pointed out, “Yulgok thought that Toegye’s errant
understanding lay mainly in his theory of ribal gisu.”27) As a criticism
of Toegye’s theory of hobal and as an alternative to it, in particular to
his idea of ribal, he developed the theory of gibal riseung ildo. He
criticized Toegye’s adoption of the theory of hobal on the basis of Zhu
Xi’s statement that “the Four Beginnings are the issuance of ri , and
the Seven Feelings are the issuance of gi (四端是理之發, 七情是氣之
發).” Uam regarded this statement as a faulty record of Zhu Xi’s true
position. Furthermore, based on Zhu Xi’s statement that “the division
between equilibrium (中節) and nonequilibrium (不中節) may exist in
terms of compassion and sympathy (惻隱) and shame and dislike (羞
惡),” Uam asserted that there is in fact nonequilibrium even within the
Four Beginnings. Uam thus criticized not only Yulgok but also Toegye,
Gobong and Ugye for having overlooked the point that there are cases
of evil within the Four Beginnings, which they perceived solely as
pure and good.
Toegye, Gobong, Yulgok, and Ugye regarded the Four Beginnings as pure
and good. However, Zhu Xi stated that the Four Beginnings also include
evil. It is unknown whether these four great scholars saw Zhu Xi’s
statement. How do the Four Beginnings contain evil? It is because even the
Four Beginnings are issued from gi with ri mounting it. If gi is pure and
good in its issuance, then ri also becomes pure and good; if gi is murky in
its issuance, then ri becomes murky.28)

27) “Ganseo jamnok 看書雜錄,” in Songja daejeon, vol. 131. “栗谷所以非退溪說者, 專
在於理發氣隨一句.”
28) “Juja eollon dongigo 朱子言論同異攷,” in Songja daejeon, vol. 130. “退溪高峯栗谷
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As the Four Beginnings are based on the structure of gibal riseung
and good and evil can come about differently depending on the state
of gi. When gi is clear, the purity and goodness of ri are guaranteed,
and the Four Beginnings are therefore pure and good; however, when
gi is murky and envelops ri, the human emotions associated with the
Four Beginnings are evil. In this regard, Uam refuted Yulgok’s theory
that while the Four Beginnings are part of the Seven Feelings, they
emerge as a result of being appropriately regulated (equilibrium). As
long as Yulgok based his reasoning on the idea that the Four
Beginnings are pure and good, then the good Seven Feelings have to
be separated from the good Four Beginnings. Thus, if the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings are divided into equilibrium and
nonequilibrium based on the clarity or murkiness of gi and on the
structure of gibal riseung, the theoretical basis for the distinction
between the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings disappears. But can
one conceive cheuguen ji sim and appropriately regulated joy and anger
(喜怒) and the Seven Feelings as the same emotions? In this regard,
Uam saw the appropriately regulated Seven Feelings as being just as
pure and good as the Four Beginnings.
In terms of the Seven Feelings, how can the joy of Emperor Shun and the
anger of King Wen not be regarded as examples of pure goodness?
Generally speaking, when the 『Book of rites (禮記)』 and Zisi referred to
the Seven Feelings in a collective manner, they were all seen as originating
from human nature. Human nature is ri. The Seven Feelings originate from
human nature and they are issued from gi with ri mounting it.29)

Uam asserted that not only the Four Beginnings but also the
Seven Feelings are based on human nature, and that they both become
pure and good when they are appropriately regulated. A situation in
which a saint becomes naturally angry or naturally joyful belongs to
the realm of the Seven Feelings, but the contents are also akin to the
Four Beginnings, in that they are pure moral emotions. This is because
the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings are emotions that stem from
the issuance of human nature, and are based solely on the notion of

29)

牛溪, 皆以四端爲純善, 朱子以爲四端亦有不善者. 未知四先生未見此說乎. 夫四端何以
亦有不善乎. 四端亦氣發而理乘之故也. 發之之時, 其氣淸明, 則理亦純善, 其氣紛雜,
則理亦爲之所掩而然也.”
“Juja eollon dongigo,” in Songja daejeon, vol. 130. “然於七情中如舜之喜文王之怒,
豈非純善乎. 大抵禮記及子思統言七情, 是七情皆出於性者也, 性卽理也, 其出於性也,
皆氣發而理乘之.”
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gibal riseung. Good and evil, or appropriateness and inappropriateness,

coexist within the Four Beginnings. The only problem then is how to
ensure equilibrium, thereby making the Four Beginnings in need of
extension in fact become insignificant. Toegye’s theory that the Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings are separate, and Yulgok’s idea that the
Seven include the Four are also rejected. In conclusion, a diagram in
which the Seven Feelings are equal to the Four Beginnings is
established, and thus the relationship between the Four Beginnings and
Seven Feelings is no longer of any significance.

2) Namdang Han Wonjin
Namdang consistently took issue with Toegye’s notion of hobal. He
asserted that an inactive ri could never issue by itself. In addition, he
claimed that the only theory that is valid is the one according to
which active gi issues and inactive ri mounts it, under which all
emotions, regardless of whether they belong to the Four Beginnings or
Seven Feelings, are issued from gi with ri mounting it.
of course, Toegye never asserted that ri can emanate without gi.
However, Namdang focused his criticism on the discussions related to
original nature and psychophysical nature to prove that Toegye’s
assertions in effect set up the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings as
two different kinds of human emotion, thus violating the principle of
gibal riseung. Namdang asserted that Toegye used his theory of hobal to
explain human nature as being based on original nature and
psychophysical nature and implied that in the end human emotion is
determined by the issuance of ri and the issuance of gi. In this regard,
Namdang asserted that while it is correct to explain human nature as
based on the division between original nature and psychophysical
nature, this division should not be applied to human emotion.
As to human nature, the division between original nature and
psychophysical nature is acceptable on the basis of two different
standpoints, namely that of the non-separation of ri and gi (in all
phenomena) (不相離) and that of the conceptual deviation between ri and
gi (不相雜). Human emotion belongs to the realm after emanation (已發)
and belongs to gi, whereas the existence from which emotions emanate
belongs to ri. Nothing can emanate without gi and there is no matter that
emanates without ri. (Based on this principle,) there is no division that
should be made between what is solely issued from ri and what is issued
from both ri and gi. How then can one assert that the Four Beginnings and
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Seven Feelings are distinguished in terms of the division between ribal and
gibal?30)

Namdang believed that human emotions seen as emanating from
ri in fact emanate from both ri and gi, regardless of whether they are
associated with the Four Beginnings or Seven Feelings. The Four
Beginnings and Seven Feelings therefore cannot be separated into what
is mentioned solely in relation to ri (專言理) and what is mentioned
in relation to both ri and gi (兼言氣); they also cannot be separated
into ribal and gibal, since the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings
contains both ri and gi. Psychophysical nature can thus be compared
to the Seven Feelings because it emanates from both ri and gi.
However, original nature, which refers solely to ri, cannot be
compared to the Four Beginnings, because while original nature cannot
have gi, the Four Beginnings are human emotions that contain both ri
and gi.31) In this regard, Namdang pointed out that although other
scholars believed that the Four Beginnings are equally original nature,
they in fact belong to the realm of ri.32) Thus, Yulgok’s assertion that
“the Four Beginnings are mentioned solely in relation to ri, while the
Seven Feelings are mentioned in relation to both ri and gi,” was also
rejected.33)
Namdang identified the relationship between the Four Beginnings
and Seven Feelings as follows: “The Four Beginnings are a summary
of the Seven Feelings and the Seven Feelings are the amplification of
the Four Beginnings. Since the Seven Feelings do not exist outside the
Four Beginnings and the Four Beginnings do not exist outside the
Seven Feelings, the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings are not two
different kinds of human emotion.”34) The relationship between the
30) “Dap Gi Myeongeon non sadan chiljeongseo 答奇明彦論四端七情書,” in Namdangjip
seubyu 南塘集拾遺, vol. 4. “性則未發也, 未發之時, 氣不用事而理自渾具, 雖不相離而
亦不相雜, 故因其不雜而專指其理, 謂之本然之性, 因其不離而兼指理氣, 謂之氣質之性,
無不可矣. 至於情則已發也, 已發之際, 發之者皆氣, 而所以發者皆理也. 非氣則不能發,
非理則無所發, 固未有專以理而發兼理氣而發者不同, 則又安可以專言理兼言氣而言之耶.
專言理兼言氣而言之, 尙不可, 況又可以理氣分言, 而謂某是理發乎, 某是氣發乎.”
31) “Dap Gi Myeongeon non sadan chiljeongseo,” in Namdangjip seubyu, vol. 4. ”若
論理氣, 則本然不能兼氣, 而四端却兼理氣, 其義不同矣.”
32) “Japjeo 雜著,” in Namdangjip, vol. 29. “一則專理, 一則兼氣, 氣質之性固與七情同, 而
本然之性安得與四端爲比乎, 每以四端擬之於本然之性, 故靡靡然以四端屬之理一邊矣.”
33) “Dap Gi Myeongeon non sadan chiljeongseo,” in Namdangjip seubyu, vol. 4. “專
言理兼言氣而言之, 尙不可.”
34) “Sidongjiseol 示同志說,” in Namdangjip, vol. 29. “故七情約之爲四端, 四端衍之爲七
情, 四外無七, 七外無四, 則四七非二情也.”
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Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings is akin to that between longitude
(經) and latitude (緯): the Four Beginnings can be equated with
longitude, and the Seven Feelings can be likened to latitude.35) The
Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings can be said to contain both good
and evil, because they contain both ri and gi; in other words, both
equilibrium (中節) and nonequilibrium (不中節) are embedded in the
Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings. If the Four Beginnings have the
potential for evil as well as for purity and goodness, then Yulgok’s
statement that “the Four Beginnings belong to the realm of good” is
also refuted. Thus, the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings have no
apparent differences in terms of their essence. As long as Yulgok
based his argument on the fact that the Four Beginnings are pure and
good, then the good Seven Feelings and Four Beginnings have to be
separated from one another.

4. Conclusion
Scholars from the Toegye and Yulgok Schools attempted to develop
Toegye’s theory of the mutual issuance of ri and gi and Yulgok’s
theory of the single path of the issuance of gi, while also attempting
to resolve the problems inherent in both these theories.
In an attempt to address Yulgok’s criticism, some scholars of the
Toegye School advocated the separation of the Four Beginnings and
the Seven Feelings into juri, namely the primacy of ri, and jugi,
namely the primacy of gi, based on sangsu, namely the idea that ri
and gi are mutually needed. Others emphasized the distinction of the
Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings based on their origins by
accepting the independent issuance of ri. Such a separation into juri
and jugi can help to overcome the criticism regarding the inaction of
ri, but it also makes it difficult to guarantee the purity and goodness
of the Four Beginnings based on the origins of the Four Beginnings
and Seven Feelings. The mutual issuance of ri and gi creates
difficulties that pale in comparison to the distinction of ri and gi, since
the inaction of ri is explained based on artificial notions such as
movement and stillness.
35) “Nongam sachil jigak byeonseol 農巖四七知覺辨說,” in Namdangjip seubyu, vol.
6. “四端爲經, 七情爲緯, 而錯綜爲一, 則七情四端果是二物乎.”
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Some scholars of the Yulgok School attempted to reach a
compromise between the views of Yulgok and Toegye via the notion
of the single path of the issuance of gi with ri mounting it, while
separating the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings into juri and jugi.
Others attempted to downplay the separation of the Four Beginnings
and Seven Feelings by emphasizing the nonequilibrium of the Four
Beginnings and the equilibrium of the Seven Feelings, while rejecting
Toegye’s theory of the mutual issuance of ri and gi. The former tried
to overcome the possibility of ri’s powerlessness against Yulgok’s
assertion of the inaction of ri, while the latter emphasized the
logicality of Yulgok’s theory of the single path of the issuance of gi
with ri mounting it so as to assert the existence of equilibrium and
nonequilibrium in the Four Beginnings, which in turn created problems
for Yulgok’s notion that the Seven include the Four.
The interpretations of the Four Beginnings and Seven Feelings
advanced by the Yulgok and Toegye Schools can thus be regarded as
a process of coming to grips with the fundamental problems
embedded in the philosophies of Toegye and Yulgok and of
suggesting new alternatives to resolve these problems. Rather than
focusing on how successful their solutions were, more attention should
be drawn to the ways in which they attempted to solve these
problems.
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關於朝鮮後期退溪學派與栗谷學派對
四端七情論的辯證
安 琉 鏡

中文摘要：本論文的目的在於整理退溪學派與栗谷學派中展開的四端七情
論的大體脈絡。詳細的說，在退溪學派和栗谷學派內部各分爲如下兩種解
釋：首先，退溪學派中有強調以相須說爲根據，將栗谷批判的互發說解釋
爲主理、主氣的愚潭丁時翰(1625-1707)、大山李象靖(1711-1781)等學者，
以及承認理的主體性發動，強調要明確由於四端與七情的來曆不同而產生
的區別的葛庵李玄逸(1627-1704)、清台權相一等學者；栗谷學派中，有將
退溪的學說解釋爲主理、主氣的差異，試圖在栗谷的理無爲的主張中尋找
理無力理論的可能性的拙修齊 趙聖期(1638-1689)、農嚴金昌協(1651-1708)
等學者，以及將退溪的主張理解爲強調來曆不同的互發說，積極否定退溪
互發說的尤庵宋時烈(1607-1689)、南塘韓元震等學者。

關鍵詞：四端七情、退溪學派、栗谷學派、主理、主氣。
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